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Abstract.
This study intends to develop a product to train early-age athletes at the Malang
Gajahmada Chess Association (PCGM) in the form of PowerPoints and websites. This
product can assist athletes in learning and memorising chess openings, which is
a useful tactic in chess games. The research approach employed is research and
development. The following is the study’s progression: first, analysis of development
requirements by observation and interviews with up to 15 athletes. This is followed
by product design and a validation test by media end material experts. Based on
the results, the product is revised, and four athlete small group trials are conducted
along with 11 athlete large group trials. The final products are developed based on
the findings of the requirements and analysis of observations and interviews. The
early-age athletes at PCGM require the chess opening exercises urgently. Based on the
recapitulation findings, the material expert gave a score of 90%, and the media expert
gave a 95%, indicating that it was declared valid and worthy of testing in small and
large groups. The trial findings indicated that the small group trials obtained a score
of 95%, while the large group trials received a score of 97.81%. The chess opening
training media development product in the form of PowerPoints is particularly valid
and suitable for PCGM early childhood athletes, according to validation and group trial
findings.
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1. Introduction

An effort to develop and foster chess athletes is a very important process since chess
is becoming increasingly popular and competitive in society in current times (Mageth,
2017). Chess athletes of many ages and its achievements are increasing in the regions,
both rural and urban, and it requires coaching and development to be successful as
early as possible so that they can compete at national and international levels (2). In
chess training, athletes should begin as young as feasible. This training aims to identify
athletes with the potential to thrive in the field of chess. Potential chess players are
excellent seedlings who need to be trained. It requires discipline, awareness, patience,
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and persistence to become an accomplished and experienced athlete, which is not as
easy as we assume (3). Achievements are not attained in a matter of weeks or months,
but rather over years, through steady gains in the outcomes of consistent effort (4).

There are numerous types of chess strategy guidebooks to play chess in today’s
modern period, but instruction through ineffective guides must be complemented with
direct practice to check out the theories included in the material (Coulom, 2016). The
development of more advanced technology and information has a very substantial
and essential impact on numerous sectors of human existence, including chess (6).
Chess athletes in the modern period require more media and training tools that are
easy to obtain, practical, and engaging, so that athletes are not overwhelmed by
the numerous theories utilized in practice. The development of chess training media,
such as interactive multimedia PowerPoint as information technology to assist the
training process and increase chess ability, is very essential. As a result, in chess
game theory, it is vital to produce engaging training media and, of course, to make
the training process simpler for chess athletes (7). Athletes can employ interactive
multimedia through computers as well as cell phones, which are frequently used in
daily activities. Athletes believe interactive multimedia PowerPoint could be utilized
to improve chess abilities (8). In this current society, the development of interactive
multimedia is still viewed as an entertainingmedium. The enjoyable aspect of interactive
multimedia can improve comprehension and is easily embraced by people of all ages
(9). Interactive multimedia in the form of PowerPoint conveys messages or a sequence
of messages on chess game strategy information utilizing the media of voice, text, and
graphics (visual). As a result, it is critical to develop interactive multimedia products that
can be employed as chess training material to encourage and enhance players’ talents
while also keeping athletes interested in the training process (10).

The developed interactive multimedia PowerPoint contains flexible qualities that
enable it to be stored on Google Drive and Flash Disk. The developed interactive
multimedia is in the form of a PowerPoint, which visually provides colour displays,
pictures, sounds, material texts, videos, and links that could be associated with con-
textual information related to chess game strategy materials in an attractive and effi-
cient manner. Because the developed interactive PowerPoint meets the criteria for
correctness, breadth and depth of concepts, conformity to content standards, language
and sentence clarity, usage, and an appealing appearance, it can be implemented as
an interactive multimedia PowerPoint that provides high-quality learning. The value of
the developed interactive multimedia products is that anybody freely could copy, own,
and share them (11). Addition advantage of this product is that it could be operated on
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a mobile phone equipped with a WPS program or a file player if there is no a computer
(laptop). It is envisaged that the benefits of this interactive multimedia would make it
much easier for athletes to acquire and grasp chess game strategy material presented
by listening and observing simultaneously (12).

According to the findings of observations and interviews at PCGM, there seems to
be no capable capacity of training media in the form of interactive multimedia which
can assist the training process of PCGM athletes, and coaches demand athletes to
memorize chess opening theory from an early age. As per the results of numerous
interviews, athletes found it difficult to learn and retain chess opening theory, and
they occasionally felt bored, lacked desire, lacked excitement, and lacked enthusiasm
when practicing. Therefore, it is necessary to develop interactive multimedia products
on chess opening containing chess opening theory and chess opening exercises (13).
This interactive multimedia product was developed by considering the demands of
athletes as well as the material’s characteristics in accordance with the prevailing chess
manuals. Attractive interactive multimedia products are expected to make athletes
happier, more passionate, motivated, and more comfortable practicing independently
(14). It is envisaged that this product could make it much easier for coaches to convey
chess opening theory. As a result of this development study, researchers will develop
interactive media PowerPoint of chess opening theory. This development research aims
to develop a PowerPoint interactivemultimedia product that offers chess opening theory
and strategies.

2. Method

In this study, the research and development model was established to provide amedium
for chess opening practice utilizing the research and development (R&D) methodology
adapted from (15). The steps in the product design procedure are as follows: (1) Analysis
of Needs, (2) Product Design, (3) Expert Evaluation, (4) Product Revision, (5) Small Group
Trial, (6) Large Group Trial, (7) Final Product. The study design can be seen in Figure 1
below.

As material for requirements analysis, the initial data collecting procedure was carried
out by observing and interviewing one coach and 15 PCGM early age athletes. Obser-
vations and interviews were conducted to discover more about the training process
and how the demands of young athletes may help the training process. The activity was
carried out with the help of PowerPoint software, ‘Screencast O Matic’ to record a laptop
screen while explaining the opening of chess, which also uses a chess application, and
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Figure 1: Research and Development Chart (15).

‘PowerDirector 14 For Asus’, which functions to combine previously created elements of
text, animation, video, links, images, and graphics that have previously been designed
in media script. After this product is completed, the next step would be validated
by material experts and media experts. The following stage is product design, which
includes creating material presentations, animations, sounds, graphics, and simulations.

In this research and development, the validation test implicated two experts who
are specialists in their disciplines, one material expert and one media expert. The
objective of expert validation is for empowered to criticism and suggestions for product
shortcomings so that the product generated becomes more practically perfect and
appealing. Then the subsequent stage is the product revision step.

The product revision stage is determined based on criticism and recommendations
from media experts and material experts. This revision aims to make the products
developed more perfect and appealing, and, of course, to make the product simpler
and easier to use. After being revised and approved by the media and material experts,
the product can then go to the small group trial phase.

The objective of testing the product in small groups is to determine its effectiveness,
value, and the product uses in assisting and supporting the training process. A small
group trial was conducted on four athletes in the range of age from 9 to 12 years old.
After the athletes utilized the product, the researchers provided them a questionnaire
with various questions regarding the substance, which the athletes at an early age had
to answer.
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At the product trial stage to a large group consisting of eleven athletes aged 9-12
years old, the researchers also provided them some questionnaires that had to be
answered by the early age athletes in order to determine the uses and benefits of
the product, so that the results of the questionnaires could be utilized as material for
improvement to perfect the product. The type of data in this development research is
descriptive qualitative data, and in collecting qualitative data observations and inter-
views at PCGM are carried out as a first step or identification of the requirement for the
development of interactive multimedia PowerPoint. While quantitative data is utilized to
present the questionnaire results in percentages, the questionnaire has been filled out
by media experts, material experts, small group trials, and large group trials.

According to Akbar (2011), guide to getting data from validation and trial results (21):

V= 𝑇𝑆𝐸𝑉
𝑆−𝑀𝑎𝑥 = 100%

Description:

V : Validation

S-Max : The expected maximum score

100% : Constant

TSEV (Total Empirical Score Validator): Total score in research aspect by subject

In order to simplify things for researchers to draw conclusions based on the percent-
age of usability, effectiveness, and product attractiveness, the following product quality
standards are established (16), as follows table 1 and table 2.

Table 1: Eligibility Level Criteria.

Category Percentage Qualification Equivalent

A 81%-100% Very Valid Very Feasible

B 61%-80% Valid Worth

C 41%-60% Quite Valid Quite Decent

D 21%-40% Less Valid Less Worthy

E <21% Invalid Not Worth it

Source: (Arikunto, 2010)

Table 2: Audience Assessment Criteria.

Answer Options Score

Very Good 5

Good 4

Enough 3

Less 2

Very Less 1

Source: (Arikunto, 2010)
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Results

Throughout the requirements analysis, observation and interviews were used to collect
research data, while questionnaires were distributed during the expert validation test,
small group test, and large group test. The research findings are presented in tabular
form as follows:

1. Phase of Needs Analysis

The research and data gathering procedure begins with two stages: field observa-
tions and interviews. Field observations were conducted three times at the Gajahmada
Malang Association (PCGM) on 14-16 February 2022 to examine the demands of the
training process, in addition to observation, data was acquired through interviews with
PCGM athletes and PCGM instructors. Several difficulties were discovered as a result
of observations and interviews (Table 3).

1. Stage of Product Design

The following activity is indeed the design process of developing chess opening
practice media in the form of PowerPoint. This is accomplished by creating flowcharts,
storyboards, scripts, and the software preparation required to develop interactive multi-
media PowerPoint presentations. Microsoft PowerPoint, PowerDirector 14 For Asus, and
Screencast O Matic are the programs necessary. The outcomes of the development
stage are interactive PowerPoint material that could be used to practice chess openings
for early age athletes PCGM, in the developed product, provides an explanation of chess
opening and practice, the theory developed follows the MCO book guide, and is linked
to the lichess application for chess opening practice, as for the menu elements in the
product, namely: (1) The front cover or title cover, (2) Product usage guidelines, (3) The
beginning addresses the introduction of interactive media. (4) A mind map provides
an information or thorough understanding to chess opening theory for athletes. (5)
Apperception is emphasizing the importance of learning andmemorizing chess opening
theory. (6) chess opening material includes the ministerial gambit opening, the London
system, Ruy Lopez, the Italian game, the Benko gambit, the Caro-Kann defensive, the
French defense, the King Indian defense, and the Sicilian defense. (7) Chess opening
exercises that have been addressed in the product, (8) Biographies of researcher and
supervisor, (9) Additional media including website links, chess books, as well as chess
book references. The following is a website link that the researcher established, if
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Table 3: Results of Analysis Based on Observations and Interviews.

No Observation and Inter-
view Analysis

Analysis Results

1. Material Analysis Athletes find it difficult to memorize the theory
of chess opening since there is too much
material to memorize and thus no training
media to assist it. The researcher decided to
examine numerous kinds of chess openings
that are commonly utilized by many chess
players, including the caro-kann defense, the
London system, the Sicilian defense, the
Quenss gambit, the French defense, the
Benko gambit, Ruy Lopez, the King’s Indian
Defense, and the Italian game.

2. Material Analysis (con-
tent)

Innovative, interactive, and motivational train-
ing media are needed for athletes to boost
their enthusiasm for training. Athletes require
training models that include variety of media.

3. Audience analysis Innovative, interactive, and motivational train-
ing media are needed for athletes to boost
their enthusiasm for training. Athletes require
training models that include variety of media.

4. Media analysis Less development of training media, particu-
larly chess opening material. Media or training
materials are only available in the form of
modules or obligatory handbooks for athletes
in training process.

5. Situation analysis Athletes differ in terms of styles, interests, and
learning capacities, which the coach cannot
overcome throughout every meeting. Time
limitations for learning chess opening material.
The Covid-19 Pandemic which occurred and
had an influence on the training process.

you want to utilize the product that the researcher developed, please click the link
https://bit.ly/Website-Latihan-Opening-Catur.

1. Presentation of Media Expert Validation Data

The media development product for opening chess packaged in PowerPoint form
which has been evaluated and assessed by media experts. Table 4 provides the result
data from the validation tests conducted by media experts, as well as critiques or
recommendations for enhancing the product.

The feasibility of PowerPoint interactive multimedia training medium was determined
through validation. The data acquired from the media yielded 95% of the results.
According to the media validator, the media is valid and can be tested. However, in order
to maximize the process of testing the interactive multimedia PowerPoint developed, it
is essential to review or revise, criticism or suggestions given by media experts is to
add pictures or graphic information on the tactics defines slide so that it looks different
to a lay person.
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Table 4: Recapitulation of Media Expert Validation Calculation Results.

No Grading Points Score Max Score Percentage

1. The accuracy of the
background selection
with the material

4 5 95 %

2. The accuracy in which
colour proportions were
selected for such layout

4 5

3. the accuracy in which
fonts are selected so
that it makes easier to
read

5 5

4. The accuracy in which
the font size was
selected so that it could
be read easier

5 5

5. The accuracy in which
the font colour was
selected so that it could
be read

5 5

6. Picture Composition 5 5

7. Picture Size 5 5

8. Clarity of audio back
sound in conjunction
with material delivery

4 5

9. The accuracy of the
video selection in rela-
tion to the material’s
appropriateness

5 5

10. Interesting front cover
media

5 5

11. The suitability of the
cover with the media

5 5

12. Complete instructions
for use

5 5

Total 57 60 95%

1. Presentation of Material Expert Validation Data

Amaterial expert, as well a PCGM chess trainer who holds a National Master (MN) title
and, of course, has mastered the theory of opening chess, has assessed and evaluated
the product of developing chess opening practice media in the form of PowerPoint.
Table 5 provides the data from material experts’ validation test findings, along with
criticism or recommendations for product improvement.

Table 5 is the outcome of a 90% material validation calculation, indicating that it
is very valid and worthy of testing on PCGM early age athletes. The validation value
reachedwith a percentage of 90% is consistent with theMCObook, andwhen evaluated
from quantitative data on the validation of the feasibility of the material on average, it
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Table 5: Recapitulation of Material Expert Validation Calculation Results.

No Grading Points Score Max Score Percentage

1. The suitability of the material’s
presentation in relation to the
athlete’s development

5 5 90%

2. Athletes’ opportunity to practice
on their own

5 5

3. Athletes’ interactions with train-
ing media

5 5

4. Material reality 4 5

5. Material clarity 4 5

6. Material depth 4 5

7. The interesting way of presenting
the material

4 5

8. The suitability of the sample
presentation

5 5

9. EYD Language Compatibility 4 5

10. Language compatibility with tar-
get users

5 5

Total 45 60 90%

demonstrates that the level of feasibility of the content in interactive multimedia is
very valid. According to the material validator, the medium is valid and can be tested.
However, in order to maximize the PowerPoint interactive multimedia trial process
developed, it is important to review or revise, criticism or recommendations provided
by material experts to the chess opening practice media is a need to add a tactical
puzzle to increase the ability of early age athletes to compete in the middle of a chess
game (middle games).

1. Presentation of Small Group Trial Data

At this point, the PCGM has four (four) competitors aged 9 to 12 years old. The data
from a small group trial are presented in Table 6.

The product trial was targeted 4 athletes from PCGM’s early age. The data gathered
from small group trials is 95% indicating that the product developed is in the very valid
category and is feasible to use. They are also very happy, enthusiastic in learning,
and extremely helped in understanding and memorizing chess opening theory, and of
course athletes do not feel bored in learning and memorizing chess opening theory, so
the products that have been tested in small groups generate a very positive responses,
and then it tested on a large group consisting of 11 athletes.
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Table 6: Recapitulation of Small Group Trial Results.

No Grading Points Score Max
Score

Percentage

1. Is chess practice with
an interactive multimedia
PowerPoint including chess
opening material interesting?

100 100 95%

2. Is chess practice utilizing interac-
tive multimedia PowerPoint with
chess opening material easy to
use?

85 100

3. Is the display on interactive multi-
media PowerPoint with the open-
ing material interesting?

95 100

4. Does the display on interac-
tive multimedia PowerPoint with
chess opening material help you
understand the theory of chess
opening?

90 100

5. Are the instructions on interac-
tive multimedia PowerPoint with
chess opening material easy to
understand?

95 100

6. Is the content on interactive mul-
timedia PowerPoint with chess
opening material easy to learn?

100 100

7. Is chess opening material valu-
able in your life?

95 100

8. Is the chess opening exercise
in interactive multimedia Power-
Point with chess opening material
easy to grasp?

100 100

9. Can you discover a strategy
to practice that you enjoy
utilizing interactive multimedia
PowerPoint with chess opening
material?

95 100

10. Has utilizing interactive multi-
media PowerPoint with chess
opening material stimulated your
interest in practicing?

95 100

Total 950 1000 95 %

2. Presentation of Large Group Trial Data

At this point, 11 persons between the ages of 9-12 years old were tested on PCGM
early age athletes. The data from a large group trial are shown in Table 7.

The product trial was targeted eleven PCGM athletes at an early age. From the big
group trial yielded 97.81%, indicating that the product developed fits into the extremely
valid category and is feasible to use. The majority of athletes’ general reaction to this
product is that they are happier, more enthusiastic, and no longer boredwhen practicing.
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Table 7: Recapitulation of Large Group Trial Results.

No Grading Points Score Max
Score

Percentage

1. Is chess practice with an interac-
tive multimedia PowerPoint including
chess opening material interesting?

100 100 97,81%

2. Is chess practice utilizing interactive
multimedia PowerPoint with chess
opening material easy to use?

100 100

3. Is the display on interactive multi-
media PowerPoint with the opening
material interesting?

94,54 100

4. Does the display on interactive mul-
timedia PowerPoint with chess open-
ing material help you understand the
theory of chess opening?

100 100

5. Are the instructions on interac-
tive multimedia PowerPoint with
chess opening material easy to
understand?

96,36 100

6. Is the content on interactive multime-
dia PowerPoint with chess opening
material easy to learn?

96,36 100

7. Is chess opening material valuable in
your life?

98,18 100

8. Is the chess opening exercise in
interactive multimedia PowerPoint
with chess opening material easy to
grasp?

96,36 100

9. Can you discover a strategy to prac-
tice that you enjoy utilizing interactive
multimedia PowerPoint with chess
opening material?

98,18 100

10. Has utilizing interactive multime-
dia PowerPoint with chess opening
material stimulated your interest in
practicing?

98,18 100

Total 978,18 1000 97,81%

90% of the final data were gathered from Material Experts, 95% from Media Experts,
95% from small group trials, and 97.81% from big group trials. The graphs of the whole
data analysis from the beginning to end by experts, small group trials, and big group
trials are shown in Figure 2.

3.2. Discussion

The development of chess opening training media in the form of PowerPoint intends
to boost the motivation and enthusiasm of PCGM early age athletes in attempting to
learn and memorizing chess opening theory. This practice media contains numerous
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Figure 2: Graph of PowerPoint Product Trial Data Analysis.

chess opening theories which are of interest to PCGM early age athletes. Athletes also
could start practicing opening chess by applying directly whatever they have managed
to learn in this product. Several factors must be addressed while developing media,
including the requirement for athletes and coaches, the media developed being as
simple as possible so that athletes could use it, and the media developed becoming
as appealing as possible so that it is less boring (17). The developed media must be
constructed as attractively as possible so that athletes do not become bored while
learning and memorizing chess opening theory using this media, and the presentation
of the training media should be designed relatively simple and easy for athletes to
utilize. (7).

PCGM early age athletes between the ages of 9-12 already comprehend the fun-
damental idea of chess opening, which is mastered and demanded by each ath-
lete, because of mostly the theory of opening chess is still presented in English lan-
guage books, as well as limited explanations as a result, athletes find it extremely difficult
to memorize too much opening theory of chess, regardless of the fact that learning the
theory of opening chess is highly crucial for an athlete, because opening chess is the
beginning of a chess game that can establish a chess game strategy. Opening pattern
is the key to opening the game chess itself, which is the foundation of next game to be
played by players who are going to compete that determines victory (23)

Expert-validated exercise media must be developed in a clear, appealing, and simple
manner. This remark is intended to help the chess opening practice function well with
this medium. The practice media utilized must be appropriate for athletes and coaches
to be more effective and active in engaging in training, because it is intended that by
implementing it, it is hoped that the athlete’s training process would be maximized and
exercises can become easier to carry out with the use of this media (19).

In a previous similar development study, the media developed solely discussed the
basic techniques of playing chess, the history of the chess game, and the introduction
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of chess pieces (20). If it is applied for early-age athletes, this is indeed not suitable
and is not maximally helpfu l, since the media developed is more mainly targeted at
lay person. It can be said that, because all of the existing features are not the core
of the game of chess, and also the introduction of chess pieces and history Chess
is far too easy to learn even if you don’t have access to any material or resources.
Therefore, the researcher comes up with an idea to create and developed the chess
opening practice media which cannot solely be used by the early age athletes, but
also everyone regardless of age. It is expected to assist anyone who intends to learn
and grasp the theory of chess openings easily. After all, it is simply a matter of how a
player aims to become a great player.

The evaluation step in the design stage is accomplished by assessing the design,
both in terms of assembling product concepts, component lists, and the compilation
of assessment instruments which have been made prior to the development phase of
PowerPoint interactive training media products. The product development was tested
on PCGM early age athletes as many as 15 athletes.

The findings of developing chess opening practice media products wrapped in
PowerPoint form earned a 90% approval rating frommaterial validators, 95% frommedia
validators, 95% approval rating from small group trials, and a 97.81% approval rating from
large group trials. These findings suggest that the development of interactivemultimedia
PowerPoint training media for chess opening exercises for early age athletes in Malang
City is extremely valid and appropriate for usage by PCGM early age athletes.

4. Conclusion

Based on the results of research and development that have been conducted regarding
the development of chess opening practice media as a means of efficiently and rapidly
acknowledging chess opening theory, it can be concluded that: (1) the product is indeed
very easy to use and very supportive as a chess opening practice medium, (2) the
development of chess opening training media tends to make athletes more enthusiastic,
joyful, and no longer bored in rote memorization and grasp chess opening theory.

The study of the development of chess opening exercise media resulted in the
creation of a product in the form of a video packed in the form of PowerPoint and a
website. Because this product is utilized with a cell phone or laptop, it can be used any
place and at any time. This research and development has been assessed or validated
by experts, small and large scale trials, and the practicality of a highly valid category,
signalling that it can be utilized by early age athletes in Malang City.
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This product is hoped that this product will contribute or become a reference in the
training process. In a previous study, in 2015 using Adobe Flash media only discussed
the introduction of chess pieces and rules in chess games, as well as terms in chess
games (20). So, with this reference, the researcher has the idea and vision to develop
a chess opening training medium for early age athletes, which not only discusses the
introduction of chess pieces but rather to the core in the game of chess, considering
previous development research was indeed good, but it is insufficient if applied to early
age athletes of PCGM, so that the researchers developed a PowerPoint interactive
media as a medium for early age PCGM athletes to practice opening chess.
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